Cory Weir
August 2018, Quilt Etc, First Saturday Block Quilt
Re-Constructed Star
•
•
•
•
•

Sew 6” blocks together randomly to make a “quilt top”.
Create template for LeMoyne star section.
Cut out large star sections from “quilt top”.
Make setting squares and triangles using two Hoffman Supernova panels.
Re-construct the blocks into a star!

Inspiration quilt by Victoria Findlay-Wolfe

First quilt top

Re-constructed quilt top

Setting
Square

Setting
Triangle

Height

Length
Equilateral diamond = LeMoyne star section

Cut template into height of diamond (10”), then 45 degree angle

Star with diamonds, and setting squares and triangles

Flip template over, and cut height again

Tape edges of template for visibility, and cut diamond with a ruler placed over the template

Progression photos of cutting up my quilt top!

Sew together leftover pieces as necessary to make additional diamonds

Star Layout

Setting square (large square)

Setting triangle (large square), cut on diagonal

Number of
6" blocks

Setting

Size of first quilt
top (inches)

42

6x 7

36 x 42

Size of LeMoyne diamond
template (inches)
Height
Length of Side
10 (less 1/16) 14 (plus 1/16)

24
96

4x 6
8 x 12

24 x 36
48 x 60

5 (less 1/32)
15 (less 3/32)

7 (plus 1/32)
21 (plus 3/32)

Setting corner squares
(large square) (inches)

Setting triangles (large
square) (inches)

Finished
quilt/block size

32

24

48

18
44

22
32

24
72

Calculation notes:
The smallest whole "magic numbers" for a LeMoyne star (equilateral diamonds) are 5 and 7 to make a 24 (inch) block.
The 5 and 7 "magic numbers" have a 1/32 deviation, which doesn't matter at that size, but need to be taken into account as you draft larger diamonds.
Figure the square inches of your first quilt top: 36" x 42" = 1512 square inches.
Figure the square inches of your 45 degtee diamond, which is the height multiplied by the length of a side: 10" x 14" = 140 square inches.
Calculate the area for 8 diamonds: 140 square inches x 8 = 1120 square inches. Does this fit into your quilt top? Yes, 1120 is less than 1512.
The large setting corner square is twice the length of a side of a diamond (plus some extra to float the star on the background).
The large setting triangle square is calculated by the square root of twice the square of a side of a diamond (plus some extra).

